
4 Day Tour Organized for Civil Engineering Students 

The overall development of students has been the utmost priority of 

SGi. For providing industrial exposure to its students, SGi organizes  indus-

trial visits & tours from time to time. Recently a 4 days tour for B.Tech Civil 

Engineering students was organized from 2nd July 2013 to 5th July 2013.  

Day1 

On 2nd July 2013, a surveying camp was organized on Shivalik Hills 

(Sohna). All the students of Civil Engineering 5th semester participated in the 

camp. The objective of the camp was to provide knowledge about surveying 

at the proper site conditions in various terrains like hilly areas. Students 

learnt about levelling, Plane table methods, Contouring, Theodolite measure-

ments of angles. All the aspects of surveying were learnt by the students of 

Civil Engineering.  

Day 2 

On 3rd July 2013, another surveying camp was organized on Aravalli 

Hills, Surajkund (Faridabad). The sole aim of organizing this camp was to 

give practical exposure to students on different site locations. Students came 

to know about different surveying methods and various aspects of surveying. 

Students were found very excited during this second surveying camp. They 

practiced all the methods they learnt on Shivalik Hills (Sohna).  

Students very actively participated in the camp and they thanked SGi 

management for organizing such camps on regular basis for practical expo-

sure.  

Day 3 

On 4th July 2013, an Industrial visit  to Ghogripur, (Karnal) Hydroe-

lectric Power Plant  was organized to provide the knowledge about the gen-

eration of hydroelectricity. The objective of the industrial visit was to help 

students gain the first hand information regarding functioning of the power 

plant and its various construction aspects, which provided the students with 

opportunities to plan, organize and engage in active learning experiences 

both inside and outside the classroom, to give a practical exposure and to un-

derstand the application of theory into practice. This provided opportunity 

for interaction with engineers and executives associated with visit to a work-

ing establishment. The visit gave right perspective of what is disseminated in 

classrooms. The engineers of Ghogripur Power Plant helped the students to   
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understand the various phases of generation process and they also took the students for the visit at eve-

ry section of the plant. On the onset, the officials of power plant and teacher in-charge explained to the 

students in brief about the Construction & working of Power Plant, Raw materials used, Plant Layout, 

Construction phases and they also explained the process from the Planning phase to the completion of 

project. Students understood the punctuality and the discipline at the plant. 

Day 4 

On 5th July 2013, on their way back from Ghogripur, Karnal Hydroelectric Power Plant, stu-

dents visited Panipat Battlefield (Kala Amb). 'Kala Amb' is a memorial built in memory of the Maratha 

soldiers who died in the battlefield of Panipat. It is said that blood of the dead soldiers was mixed with 

the soil and the fruit of a mango tree became black in color due to that and hence the name "Kala Amb" 

meaning 'Black Mango'. It is one of the most eminent tourist places in Panipat. 

The Kala Amb Tree is a popular sightseeing spot of Panipat situated at a distance of 8 km from the city. 

This tree spot is the place where Sadashiv Rao Bhau located his Maratha troops during the 3rd  battle 

of Panipat in 1761. It is a memoir dedicated to the Maratha soldiers, who sacrificed their life in this bat-

tle. Kala Amb is a Black Mango tree, whose dark colour foliage gave it its name. 

 Apart from the tree, being the attraction of the place, there are many other places of interest 

near this site like cosmopolitan malls offering shopping and entertainment opportunities along with a 

handloom and textile market. There is also a black pillar with an iron rod situated in the place, which is 

surrounded by an iron fence. Renovation and maintenance of this site is under the supervision of a soci-

ety built by the Governor of Haryana. Several remains of ancient buildings and structures that are of 

archaeological and historical importance are also present around this place. 
Students were very excited and found themselves relaxed after 3 day industrial visit and the-

camp. 

Day 5 

On 6th July 2013, students arrived at SGi. They were full of zeal and enthusiasm and thanked 

the SGi management for organizing such events from time to time. 

The whole tour was successfully coordinated by Mr. Mukul Kathuria, Head Coordinator of Civ-

il Engineering Department, Mr. Gaurav Jangra, Assistant Professor,  Mr. Suriender Singh, Technical 

Assistant of Civil Engineering Department at SGi. 
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Talent Hunt 2013 organized by SGi: Overwhelming Response 

SGi has successfully organized “Talent Hunt 2013” on 6th July 2013 to provide a plenty of job 

opportunities in corporate sector at National level to the deserving candidates. Many students regis-

tered for the event from all over the country. About thousands of registrations were made online from 

different parts of the country. Due to overwhelming response, online registrations were closed one 

day prior than the scheduled date. About 16 reputed companies visited the campus for hiring candi-

dates against 200+ vacancies. 

Due to heavy rush and response, physical registrations were started at SGi at registration 

counter from 8:00 a.m. onwards. Registration fee for each candidate was Rs. 100/- and they were is-

sued an entry card. There was no registration fee for students of SGi. With the entry card students 

could appear for interviews in different companies according to their qualifications and the profile 

given by the respective company. 

Placement of the students has always been the priority at SGi. It always invites top companies 

for the students of SGi and also for students of other educational institutions. SGI has been achieving 

records in actual placements. SGi has also arranged transport facility for the candidates from sa-

malkha to the campus. 

Thousands of candidates registered for the event “Talent Hunt 2013”. The students were 

packed with great zeal and vigour. A flex regarding company details and hiring criteria was made 

available to the students at many places. This made convenient for the student to choose the best 

company for their interview. 

Genpact 
Genpact, a global leader in business process management services, uses process to help its cli-

ent’s power intelligence across their enterprise to run smarter operations make smarter decisions and 

use smarter technology. Genpact’s Smart Enterprise Processes (SEPSM) framework, its unique sci-

ence of process combined with deep domain expertise in multiple industry verticals, leads to superior 

business outcomes. Finance & Accounting (General Accounting, Accounts Payable, Accounts Receiv-

able, Reconciliation etc). The eligibility criterion was MBA (Fin) with B.Com in Graduation. The job 

location was Delhi NCR (Gurgaon).  
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QSource Global Consulting Pvt. Ltd.(Hiring Partner IBM India Ltd.) 
IBM is a global technology and innovation company that stands for progress. With operations 

in over 170 countries, IBMers around the world invent and integrate hardware, software and services 

to help forward-thinking enterprises, institutions and people everywhere succeed in building a smarter 

planet. IBM has been present in India since 1992. The diversity and breadth of the entire IBM portfo-

lio of research, consulting, solutions, services, systems and software, uniquely distinguishes IBM In-

dia from other companies in the industry. The eligibility criterion was B.Tech /BE/MCA.   

Ikya Human Capital Solutions Pvt. Ltd.(Hiring for RBS) 
The Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) plc is one of the retail banking subsidiaries of the The 

Royal Bank of Scotland Group plc, and together with NatWest and Ulster Bank, provides branch 

banking facilities throughout the UK and Ireland. The Royal Bank of Scotland has around 700 branch-

es. The eligibility criterion was MBA/PGDM/BBA/Any Graduate. The job location was Gurgaon. The 

selection process included face to face interview.   

India Next (Hiring for iYogi) 
The eligibility criterion was B.Tech, MBA, MCA.  India Next offered regular place-

ment schedule for the candidates. The job profile included accounting for troubleshoot-

ing technical issues over remote access and over the phone. The job title was Digital Tech Expert and 

the job location was Gurgaon.   

Wipro (in association with INS E-Solutions Ltd.) 
Wipro Infotech is a leading manufacturer of computer hardware and provider of IT services in 

India and the Middle East region. Part of Wipro Ltd, the $6.98 billion conglomerate and global leader 

in technology enabled solutions, the company leverages on the parents philosophy of Applying 

Thought to enable business results by being a transformation catalyst. The eligibility criterion was any 

Regular Graduate(but No B.E/B.Tech) with no gap of more than 1 year in academics. Work Location 

was  Delhi / Gurgaon / Noida and the nature of work included Hardware and Networking / IT 

Helpdesk profiles.  

Kri Tech Solutions Pvt. Ltd 
Edusol is the latest venture of the KRi Group, a group that has witnessed 25 years of achieve-

ments. The group has already carved a niche for itself in the corporate world. A tradition of excellence 

has been a vital force for the success of the various businesses of the Group "Kri Group". Any gradu-

ate with marketing specialization was eligible for the company profile. The job position was Area 

Sales Officer and the job location was Delhi/NCR.  
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NIIT Ltd. (In association with Nueva Solutions Inc.) 
In association with Nueva Solutions Inc.  NIIT is a leading Global Talent Development 

Corporation, building skilled manpower pool for global industry requirements. The company which 

was set up in 1981, to help the nascent IT industry overcome its human resource challenges, has today 

grown to be amongst world’s leading talent development companies offering learning solutions to Indi-

viduals, Enterprises and Institutions across 40 countries. The eligibility criterion was B.Tech, BCA or 

B.Sc IT graduate with an ability to handle training at schools. The job post offered was IT faculty. The 

job location was Delhi/NCR.  

InterGlobe Technologies 
InterGlobe Technologies (IGT) is a global travel domain expert providing travel technology and 

BPO services that help maximize business performance for its customers. IGT is committed to deliver-

ing innovation and business excellence across the entire spectrum of the travel and hospitality domain. 

The company offers Integrated Application Development and Maintenance, Contact Center, Back Of-

fice Services and Solution Frameworks to the travel industry worldwide. The company targeted BBA/

MBA students and the criterion for hiring comprised of 3 rounds- Personal Interview, Written Test and 

Operations Round. The job location was Gurgaon.  

Vodafone 
The job profile was CRE (Customer Relationship Executive). The company targeted those can-

didates who are seeking career in Telecom industry. The eligibility criterion was MBA/BBA/Graduate. 

The job location was Delhi /NCR.  

Futuronix Automation Pvt. Ltd. 
Futuronix Automation Pvt. Ltd. has been seeded by Coronet Engineers (P) Ltd. where a group 

of engineers are working with a mission to provide high tech automation system and are striving to de-

liver high quality product and utmost customer satisfaction within the frame of efficient economics. 

The Company itself was established in 1998 and within less than a decade, it has made its own niche in 

the field of Industrial Automation. It is the expertise and experience along with the wish to serve to the 

best paved the path to establish an institution of excellence in the field automation in name of Fu-

turonix Automation Private Limited in the earliest of the year 2006. The eligibility criterion for its 

opening was Degree/Diploma(Electrical/EC/EEE/IC). The functional area included Engineering De-

sign, R&D, Application Engineering,Sales & Service. The job title was Engineer trainee.  

Bespoke Digital Media 
Bespoke Digital Media is a UK based web technology company with its operations in Delhi, 

Singapore & UAE. Bespoke Digital Media is providing wide range of web services to its clients and 

customers across the globe. The company offered sales executive and software developer job profiles. 

The eligibility criterion was BBA / MBA (Marketing) and job position was IT Sales Executive. The job 

location was Sahibabad Industrial Area, Sahibabad, Ghaziabad.  

Logic ERP Solutions Pvt. Ltd. 
Logic is Microsoft certified, SAP certified, HP certified, India based Custom Software Devel-

opment Company providing IT services since the year 1993. In the last 15 years, it has achieved the 

status of reputed Software Development Company by implementing wide range of projects for reputed 

organization in following different sectors. The eligibility criterion was B.E/B.Tech/MCA. The job title 
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Teleperformance 
Teleperformance, the worldwide leading provider of outstanding customer experience at every 

single opportunity, has been serving companies around the world, providing superior results in manag-

ing their customer care, technical support and debt collection operations. In 2012, the Teleperfor-

mance Group achieved 2.347 billion revenues (US$3.018 billion - Using 2012 average exchange rate 

of 1,286 USD). The eligibility criterion was B.Tech/B.E/MCA/ M.B.A/Any Graduate.  

Tech Futuristic 
Tech Futuristic is one of the most robust IT industries in the world. Tech Futuristic more than 

any other IT industry or economic facet, has an increased productivity particularly in the developed 

world and therefore is a key driver of global economic growth. Our Information Technology Associa-

tion explains information technology as encompassing all possible aspects of information systems 

based on computers. Both software development and the hardware involved in the IT industry include 

everything from computer systems, to the design, implementation, study and development of IT and 

management systems. Owing to its easy accessibility and the wide range of IT products available, the 

demand for IT services has increased substantially over the years. The core specialization of the com-

pany lies in providing Internet Marketing, Web Design and Manpower Outsourcing services. The 

company has grown by leaps and bounds in the field of Internet marketing and Web design services. 

The eligibility criterion for Software Trainee was B. Tech.(CS, IT), BCA, MCA, B.Sc (IT), IT Diplo-

ma, passout or pursuing candidates and for Marketing Executive was BBA, MBA, PGDM with mar-

keting specialization or any Graduate. The job location was Delhi.  

Fire up Radio 
The job location was Noida. The eligibility criterion was any Graduate The selec-

tion process involved face to face interview.  

Country Club India Ltd. 
Country Club India Ltd is India’s largest leisure infrastructure conglomerate that offers state-of

-the-art clubbing facilities, innovative family holiday packages and star-studded entertainment events. 

Recognized by the Limca Book of Records as India’s Biggest Chain of Family Clubs, Country Club 

India Ltd has 55 destinations across India, Middle East, Bangkok and Sri Lanka. Also, Country Club 

India Ltd offers global clubbing and holiday access to 175 franchises and over 4000 RCI, Dial-an-

exchange and Country Vacations affiliated properties. Known as the Power House of Entertainment, 

Country Club India Ltd regularly organizes various innovative entertainment events and celebrates 

diverse national and international festivals across every destination. During such festivities, celebrities 

from Indian movie industries are invited to perform for the Country Club India Ltd members and their 

family and friends. The eligibility criterion was MBA with good communication skills. The job loca-

tion was Delhi NCR. The job title was Marketing Executive.  

Students got a wide professional exposure due to a vibrant schedule of academic conferences 

and seminars duly arranged with top academicians, scientists and industry leaders. Excellent perfor-

mance of SGI students motivates companies to revisit.  
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 The event proved to be successful due to dedicated efforts of Mr. Vishal Dora, TPO, SGi and 

Mr. Amit Sinha, Training & Placement Manager, SGi. 

At last, the HR Team of  the Companies paid vote of thanks to SGi for providing best facilities, 

infrastructure, Manpower and Students Co-ordinators.  They also appreciated the best efforts of SGi in 

all senses. 

Dr. Rajesh Goel (Director, SGi) promised the students for these type of activities in coming 

days too. 

Appreciation & 100% fee waiver to State Topper for studying at Samalkha 

Group of Institutions 

SGi extended its warm wishes to Ritu Bansal being State Topper in the recently declared results 

of class XIIth, HBSE. SGI awarded her with an appreciation letter and 100% fee waiver for BBA 

course at Samalkha Group of Institutions at her house in 8 Marla Colony, Panipat on 16th July 2013.  

SGi has always been known for its uniqueness in imparting complete education to its students. 

SGi has always appreciated the meritorious students and worked for their bright future aspects. 
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Now again SGi has stepped forward in this direction. SGi has given an appreciation letter and 

100% scholarship to the state topper-commerce in Senior Secondary Examination 2013 of Board of 

School Education Haryana, Bhiwani for her studies (BBA course) at Samalkha Group of Institutions. 

In the recently declared results of Haryana Board, class XIIth, Ritu Bansal has topped in Haryana by 

scoring 96.6% (483 marks out of 500). She is a resident of Panipat. Her father runs a grocery store 

and they are three siblings. 

On this occasion Prof. (Dr.) Rajesh Goel, Director, SGI, Prof. (Dr.) Puja Walia Mann, Dean 

Faculty of Management at SGI and Dr. Satish Kumar Matta, HOD, FOM, SGi heartily congratulated 

the said girl, her parents, her teachers and school management. 

On this occasion Ritu’s parents were also present and they presented a heartfelt thanks to SGi 

management for such appraisal from them. 

Active Participation In Seminar Organized By Dainik Bhaskar 

 SGi has always been known for its continuous progress in aspects of providing best environ-

ment to its students. SGi has also been a keen promoter of such activities which bring for students 

interests and their achievements.  

 SGi actively participated in the seminar organized by Dainik Bhaskar on 

“Management concepts hidden in the mythological books” on 13th July 2013 from 4:00 pm to 6:00 

pm. The event was organized at S.D. (PG) College auditorium, Panipat. Pt. Vijay Shankar Mehta was 

the guest of honour. He is a well known expert in Mythology and dailty writer of “Jeene ki Raah” in 

Dainik Bhaskar. 
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The event mainly concentrated on the knowledge hidden in the mythological books which have 

to be revealed for living a successful life. The heart touching elaboration of Hanuman Chalisa was the 

attraction of the event. With each elaboration the hall was filled with the sounds of claps and clearly 

was a symbol of appraisal of audience present. 

Prof. (Dr.) Rajesh Goel, Director SGI, Prof. (Dr.) Puja Walia, Dean, (FOM), SGI and Mr. 

Vishal Dora, Assistant Professor, SGI were active participants in the event. Prof. (Dr.) Rajesh Goel and  

Prof. (Dr.) Puja Walia presented a memento and an appreciation letter as a token of gratitude on behalf 

of Samalkha Group of Institutions.  

SGi appreciates such events which bring a new vista in field of thinking and promises to be an 

active and continuous promoter of such events. 

Mobile Charger that does not Require Electric Source Made by SGi Student 

 Samalkha Group of Institutions (SGi) has always stressed on overall development of its stu-

dents. A student of SGi has made a charger which will facilitate charging of cell phone during non 

availability of any electric source. The charger uses a battery which can charge the cell phone when 

connected to it. The battery used is rechargeable and it makes the use of the charger dynamic. 

 The main highlighting features of the charger are: 

 Portable 

 Easy to handle 

 Can charge many cell phones at a time 

 It can charge any brand of cell phone when there is no electric source, i.e., while traveling in 

bus, train where there is no sockets to connect the charger with an electric supply 

 It can restrict the cell phone from shutting down in emergency by immediately connecting it to 

the charger 
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The charger is made by Shubam Sharma, B.Tech 1st year student at Samalkha Group of Institutions 

(SGi).In context of interest of Shubam towards such projects SGi has decided to provide full support to 

the student in future. 

Samalkha Group of Institutions (SGi) heartily congratulates Shubam and its family for such an invento-

ry project within SGI premises.  

SGi Students Assembled The Robot MAST RAM 

Samalkha Group of Institutions (SGi) students have successfully assembled the SGi’s Human 

Robot, named MAST RAM which resembles a human body physically. These (B.Tech)3rd year students 

have achieved success after continuous effort in the field of ROBOTICS. The Robot was assembled un-

der the guidance of Embedded Research & Development Centre (ERDC) at SGi.  

This robot has been made with the sole aim of providing aid in the day to day life of humans. 

This robot has two arms and two legs. So it can easily walk, dance and carry objects. This robot is made 

on a small scale but if fabricated on a big scale it can bring revolution in the technical world. 

The robot can be served as a labor force with comparatively high efficiency, thus reducing cost. 

The robot may also be used for entertainment purposes. It may be programmed for various movements 

and tasks. It uses four batteries of 1.5 each and is programmed using 8051 microcontroller. The robot 

can walk with the speed of 0.2 m/sec. At present, it is programmed for lifting, walking and dancing 

movements.  

SGi appreciates the success of its students and further encourages them to work for mankind. 
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Main features: 

 The ultimate in attitude 

 Stretches up for a big High 5 and says “Aaay” 

 Open hand strike with powerful Hi-Hah 

 Able to talk back 

 Lift both arms and roars 

 Can Whistle 

 Blinks and moves eyes appearing it is thinking   

 Respond to a sound 

 Angular movements 

 Toss objects by throwing them in air 

BBA (A Game Changer Course) HR Enclave 

  Samalkha Group of Institutions, SGi organized an HR conclave named on “BBA -A 

Game Changer Course” on 20th September, 2013.  

  The spotlight of the event was on the future career prospects for aspiring graduate stu-

dents especially the BBA. It is generally assumed that the BBA (Bachelor of Business Administration) 

is just a graduation course; but BBA is a course that improves the confidence and employability skills 

of the students leading to job placement. BBA course grooms the personality of the students and aims 

at holistic development. Students from various regions including  Karnal, Panipat, Samalkha, Delhi, 

Sonepat, Rohtak and Gohana came to attend the Conclave. The main theme of the program was to 

spread awareness amongst the youth who have to step forward towards their graduation. 

  Through this conclave the participating HR heads from various organizations, shared 

that students can opt for further studies i.e. Post Graduation, while on the job. Reputed organizations 

encourage their graduate employees to undertake various technical/professional courses further. 

  Corporate personnel from India’s leading organizations i.e HCLTechnologies, Voda-

fone, Securities Exchange Board of India, Ruva Customer Services, WIITS International, InTarvo 

Technologies etc. were present to guide the students in terms of career planning in various industries 

including Retailing, Banking, Insurance, Government Jobs etc . Principals of well established schools 

were also invited to share their views for opting the professional course- BBA as a career. 

  Mr. Sumit Sachdeva from HCL Technologies, Dr. Sharad Ranjan from Securities Ex-

change Board of India, Mr. Tushar Kumar from Ruva Customer Services, Mr. Ranjit Kumar from Vo-

dafone Telecommunication, Mr. Raj Senapati – inTarvo technologies and Mr. Swaroop Mishra, Wiits 

International, shared their views regarding the demand for innovation driven young graduates in the 

corporate world and inspired the students to build a positive attitude and sharpen their employability 

skills to be able to get  ready to enter into employment by undertaking a professional course like BBA. 

The academicians from various schools were also present on the conclave along with their school stu-

dents and appreciated the effort of the college for arranging such a seminar for developing awareness 

about the employability options amongst commerce students. 
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  Dr. Rajesh Goel, Director SGi, explained the confusion a class XII student generally 

faces after passing the board exam. He highlighted the need to have such a conclave for the benefit of 

the students and understanding the ground realities of taking up a course. Dr. Puja Walia Mann, Dean 

Faculty of Management SGi, shared the need of establishing a clear goal in life and working towards 

its attainment through quality teaching. These facilitate the success of students in the private and gov-

ernment sectors.  

  The training and Placement cell of the SGi shared their past experiences at various campus 

drives for hiring the graduates and informed the students about the key skills which the corporate look 

for while recruiting and how a BBA course can impart the same. Now a days, many big brands and 

companies are hiring graduates, particularly BBAs. Following are the major companies, which visited 

SGI for hiring BBAs in the past:  Genpact, IBM, IKYA Human Capitals Solutions Pvt. Ltd., NIIT, 

InterGlobe Technologies, Vodafone, Bespoke Digital Media, Teleperformance, Tech Futuristic, Coun-

try Club, Teamlease, Eureka Forbes, Creative Lipi, Servo, Target Group, Clearpath, Greenmind, Man-

power, HT Media, Robinserve FM Pvt. Ltd. This shows that there is ample demand in the industry for 

skilled graduates.  

The Conclave’s guests appreciated the fact that the programme was coordinated by the stu-

dents of  Management department under the guidance of  Dr. Puja Walia Mann, Dean-FOM, and indi-

cated that such opportunities of managing events instill amongst the students the required managerial 

traits, including team working, time management and self discipline etc. 

The registration to this conclave was free and all the participants were given certificates of Par-

ticipation. The parents of the students were very happy with this initiative of the college and thanked 

the college management for organizing a platform where both industry and academia interacted face 

to face with the students and also answered to students queries.  They also requested the management 

of the college to organize such interactions frequently for other courses also for the benefit of the stu-

dents. 

In the event, Dr. Parveen Bhatt, Dr. Satish Kumar Matta,  Mr. Vikas Uttraja, Mr. Amit Verma, 

Mr. Dinesh Jain, Mr. Debraj, Mr. Mukul Kathuria, Mr. Amit Sinha, Mr. Vishal Dora and other senior 

faculty members of SGi were also present. 
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Grand Success of AIR SHOW Organized at SGi 

SGi has successfully organized the “Air Show” on 31st July 2013. It was the first such show in 

this North region. The event included the practical aeronautical sessions and demo lectures on the take 

off, flying and landing of aircrafts. The event was organized with the prime objective of imparting 

practical knowledge to the students in the field of Aeronautics. 

 The event started with the inauguration by flying balloons in the sky by Hon’ble Sh.. Ajay Goy-

al, Chairman, SGi and Dr. Rajesh Goel, Director, SGi. 

 The event also included the display of items and RC Flight simulation so that students and par-

ents may feel the experience of real time flight. Many kits were also displayed so that students and par-

ents can purchase the kits and can assemble their own planes. 

The aircrafts which were the major attractions included “Sky Star IC Aircraft”, Scanner IC Air-

craft”, Easy Star RC Aircraft” and “Cessna 182”. There were practical sessions on the take off, flying 

and landing of these aircrafts in the premises of SGi. For accomplishment of this practical session, run-

way was also made in SGI. 

Other highlights of the event were flying of small scale aircrafts-SBH Helicopter, 90 S Helicop-

ter, PC 9 Plane, peace Cake and Cot Helicopter. The displayed items included RC Flight Simulator, 50 

CC Gas Engine, Brush Less Motor, Electronics Speed Controller, FPV Camera (small and micro cam-

era), Different Size Propeller Display, Flight Control Board, Receiver and transmitter and Engine Ser-

vos. About 9 to 10 aircrafts and helicopters/choppers took off from the ground of SGI, flew for several 

minutes in the sky and then landed back in the college premises. 

The assembling of Cessna 182 aircraft before its take off was also done by 3rd Semester Aero-

nautical Engineering students themselves- Ashish Kumar, Shubham Sharma, Puneet and Suman Kumar 

Singh under the guidance of Er. Debraj Mitra and Mr. Vishal Dora. 

Many students from different schools and parents were the active participants of the event. 

They purchased the kits and assembled their own gliders. All were very excited and full of zeal and 

vigour. 

The event proved to be successful due to the dedicated efforts of Aeronautical Engineering De-

partment, SGi Faculty & Staff and other experts in the field of Aeronautical Engineering. 
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